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For a discussion of the role of factor investing in institutional portfolios, see “Power to the People: The Profound
Impact of Factor Investing on Long Term Portfolio Management”, Journal of Portfolio Management, Winter 2016 2
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• Factors are stock characteristics that explain portfolio performance over long horizons
• Factors are well documented in academic research and have been used extensively in
portfolio risk models and in quantitative investment strategies. Active fund managers
use these characteristics in their security selection and portfolio construction process.
• Factor indexes provide a transparent and efficient method to seek exposure to factors
For further details on the rationale supporting factor investing and how indexes can be constructed to capture
these factor returns, see “Foundations of Factor Investing”, MSCI Research Insight, 2013, available on msci.com
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ESG AND RISK FACTORS

• We examine cross-sectional correlations of stock-level factor exposures with ESG scores
• While the correlation level was low, many of these relationships were highly significant:
─ Positive correlation with the Size, Investment Quality and Profitability GEMLT factors

─ Negative correlation with Midcap, Earnings Variability, Residual Volatility, Book/Price
Analysis Period: Jan 2007 – Jun 2016
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ESG INTEGRATION IMPACT ON TARGET FACTORS

Analysis Period: Dec 2007 – Jun 2016
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FACTORS REMAIN SIGNIFICANT RETURN SOURCES

• Factor attribution analysis confirms that ESG integration into defensive strategies did
not impair their ability to generate significant active returns from their target factors
• Value and low size strategies also enjoyed positive active returns from their respective
target factors but the returns were lower in magnitude and not statistically significant
Analysis Period: Dec 2007 – Jun 2016
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ESG CONSTRAINT IMPROVED MANY DIMENSIONS

• Portfolio level ESG score improvement was not achieved through a barbell strategy that
overweighted leaders and laggards. Both categories moved consistently in the right way
• We observe improvement across all three individual pillars. We see a similar improving
picture for companies on the watch list and those that are subject to ESG controversies.
Analysis Period: Dec 2007 – Jun 2016
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CONCLUSION
• We investigated the impact of incorporating ESG into passive and active strategies. We
used factors as proxies for active strategies. Our analysis shows that ESG generally had
positive impact on historical risk adjusted performance of the strategies we evaluated

• Integrating ESG tilted the portfolio towards companies with higher market cap, better
earnings quality, higher earnings stability, lower leverage and lower residual volatility
• To quantify the potential impact of ESG constraints on the ex-ante information ratio we
focus on percentage reduction in target factor exposure. An x% drop in factor exposure
due to an ESG constraint translated directly into an x% reduction in ex-ante information
ratio, everything else being equal
• Significant ESG improvement was achieved with modest impact on target factors: a 30%
ESG improvement was achieved with only a 7 - 22% reduction in target factor exposures
• ESG had remarkably low impact on minimum volatility strategies. Target factor exposure
only decreased by 7% for a 30% ESG uplift. Quality strategies were also less affected. On
the other hand, value, size, momentum, and yield strategies experienced more material
target factor exposure reductions ranging between 13-22% for a 30% ESG improvement
Our analysis covers the period Dec 2007 to Jun 2016. Past performance is not indicative of future results, which may differ materially.
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ABOUT MSCI
For more than 40 years, MSCI’s research-based indexes and analytics have
helped the world’s leading investors build and manage better portfolios.
Clients rely on our offerings for deeper insights into the drivers of
performance and risk in their portfolios, broad asset class coverage and
innovative research.
Our line of products and services includes indexes, analytical models, data,
real estate benchmarks and ESG research.
MSCI serves 97 of the top 100 largest money managers, according to the
most recent P&I ranking.
For more information, visit us at www.msci.com.
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